
Working effectively 
through times of change



Introductions



What do you want









Complexity in Times of 
uncertainty



Cynefin domains
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Efficiency…

…is rarely effective



The public sector 
environment

• Social,  financial, legal, organisational and 
political factors all collide

• Massive historical patterns and narratives

• Different perspective filters within a single 
organisation
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Implications for change 
programmes

• Which quadrant?

• What does that tell us?



Where are we going?

• Where do we want to be? 

• Where do we really believe we'll be?
– Organisation-limiting beliefs
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Metaphorical crystal balls

• Scam

• Victim

• Conflict

• Quest



Taking the temperature





Feedback stories



• Moving from an internal focus to an external one

• Helping leaders listen to input from the frontline



Navel-gazing
to

people-listening

• Scam

• Victim

• Conflict

• Quest



Herts Connect

• The big questions
– What’s in it for the people of Hertfordshire?
– How are we going to do it?
– Is it ambitious enough?

• Key areas of activity
– Integrated children’s service

• education and social care

– Partnership between adult care and health



The challenge

• Professionals working together

• Changing partners

• Changing leadership

• Changing national environment



School

Police

Education 
Authority

GP
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Helping leaders hear

• Examples of perceptions



External perceptions



Helping leaders hear

• Examples of perceptions
– Facilitated reflection afterwards

• Reflect on own experiences

• Generate their own Caroles



Networking lunch break



• "Every person's map of the world is as unique as 
their thumbprint. There are no two people alike. No 
two people who understand the same sentence the 
same way... So in dealing with people, you try not 
to fit them to your concept of what they should be.“

Milton Erickson 



Frameworks for 
understanding and 

communicating
change



today tomorrowvision arc



The Vision arc

• Converting visions into action
• Tracing the complex path through reality

• Steps along the way
• Adaptation and evolution

– Making sense together dynamically



Moving the culture

• Formal/informal structures and power

– Creating conversations

– Social networks and formal hierarchies

• Framing the picture



The Barriers and Obstacles

• Praise not bury

• Denial destroys

• Using obstacles constructively to generate greater 
trust



Testing and Monitoring

• Approaches

• Attitudes

• Frames



Heroes and Villains

• Allies, mentors, guardians

• Archetypes in the organisation

– Complex archetypes

• Changing perspective to allow greater 
understanding and drive for change



Vive la resistance

• Arguments are engagement
• Seek to understand
• Lack of action is not necessarily deliberate 

resistance to the change
– We value what we lose more than what we gain
– Understand what they believe they will lose





Tools and techniques



Practical techniques and 
advice



Make the abstract 
personal

• Real, relevant and dirty, not clean and idyllic

• Senses appeal
– Touch, hear, see, feel, smell

• Feelings and perceptions trump theories and facts

• Personal as well as professional





Emotional audits

• To identify current 
patterns of perception 
around the organisation

• To illuminate emotional 
issues and perceptions out 
of reach of rational tools

• Create safe environment
• Prompt playful narrative 

responses
• Allow free-reign
• Look for patterns
• Facilitate understanding
• Don’t interpret or analyse



Endings and grieving

• To identify the blockages 
in slow-changing areas

• To start the change-averse 
moving

• To draw a line under the 
“Good Old Days”

• Listen to the nostalgia stories

• Look at the day to day 
experiences

• Identify psychological losses

• Help managers to help their 
staff

• Help staff devise bridges

• Clarify gains



Change agents

• To make use of the 
informal organisation –
social networks

• To support the early 
adopters of change

• To create a snowball effect 
of change

• Identify those who “get it”
• Open-ended meetings and 

conversations
• Give them legitimacy and 

permission from the top –
explicitly

• Self-recruiting network, with 
eventual diversity



Leadership

• Listening to customers, staff, partners

• Modelling the behaviours you aspire to

• Honesty and authenticity

• Different actions in different contexts

• Multiple examples and models of leadership



Sparking discussion

• To engage staff with ideas and 
expectations of change

• To build common 
understanding and language

• To give staff a sense of 
ownership and responsibility

• Events based on facilitated 
roundtables

• Initiate discussions in team meetings 
around real life cases

• Feedback from the highest levels on the 
solutions/comments that emerge

• Give blogs to key influencers and 
frontline agents

• Newsletters at coffee machine/smokers 
corner



Changing perspectives

• To change people’s 
perceptions of 
obstacles/behaviours

• To focus on the real 
customers

• To challenge and innovate 
processes

• Build customer archetypes, 
not stereotypes, from real 
information

• Listen to customer stories

• Guide staff to reflect on 
their own experiences

• Identify touchpoints



Assessing the Results

• Embracing the cynics

• Adaptation

• Navigating through fog
– Limits

– Direction



What’s your change 
challenge



What will give you most 
value out of the time 

remaining



Narrate

•Tony Quinlan

•e:  tony@narrate.co.uk

•t:  01525 861590
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